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Do not surrender Grandma's good jewelry to the gold buyers! Written with heart and humor, this
sassy little book explains how to sell vintage and gold jewelry on eBay for top dollar. Since success
can lead to obsession, the author explains how to buy online to resell online. Explanations of the
entire process are peppered with the author's real world wins and woes.Micki Suzanne is a
freelance marketing writer and lifetime collector who has owned her own brick and mortar antique
shop. Lyme disease turned her world upside down, forcing her to turn to eBay for inventory and
much-needed additional income. She is a former eBay Voices of the Community member with 100%
positive feedback.
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This book's simple, straightforward title belies its rich resource value. The author shares many
interesting, pertinent personal experiences, success stories, and photos to help others to sell
jewelry online, from start to finish. She offers solid tips for everything from what types of tools are

helpful, assessing value, pitfalls & cautions, write-ups, mailing practices, and avoiding mistakes that
she learned from. Tech savvy and up to date, this is a well-organized, complete guide that will be
useful, whether a person is selling one charm bracelet or a whole box of Grandma's jewelry.

I gave this book a 5 star for information and absolutely no rattling on about unrelated issues. This
author gave me some insight on a bit of options I can have. I think this is a great read for new
sellers. Thank you Micki Suzanne I will look into more research on my vintage jewelry and have a
better understanding of my treasure I have. Thank you again.

I was selling vintage jewelry on EBay without a clue as to what I was doing. I'd read some online
articles and read Ebay's recommendations, but I was having trouble trying to put it all together. I
Love this Book!!! I like the fact the Author shared some of her personal life struggles and her
successes. I was able to relate to her experiences and her success with selling vintage jewelry
online really gave me hope that I can do this successfully. It helped me to understand the best route
to list items, shipping, (I ordered a scale and other items she suggested, I realize I was doing things
the really hard way).Very precise and to the point and easy to read. Highly recommend.

Wow! What a great book! I read it in one day, I just couldn't put it down. I love the way she explains
things, simple yet to the point not using words that you have to look up! I am just a beginner and this
book has helped me soooo much! I just love it! Thanks!

I enjoyed this book. There is a lot of excellent advice on how to get top dollar for your gold, silver
andvintage jewelry. The author gives you detailed examples of how to sell your jewelry online, and
compareshow much you can make selling online versus selling to the gold buyers. She had
information on this book thatI had not read in other books, such as what items sell best seasonally,
how to market your jewelry to get top dollar withthorough descriptions and"background stories", and
lots of other advice I had not thought of.
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